DS-MH4172I Series Desktop Dock Station

Introduction
Desktop body camera dock station (hereinafter referred to as the
dock station) provides you a simplified way to access and back up
law-enforcement data in Hikvision body camera.

Available Model
DS-MH4172I

Features and Functions


Small size and easy to carry.



Charge the connected body camera.



Simultaneously collect data from up to 8 body cameras.



Obtain date, serial No., police ID, and remaining data of the body camera.



You can clear data in body camera after data is successfully collected.



Log management.



Data overwriting: When HDD is full, save new data by overwriting the earliest data.



In case data collection process is suddenly broken off, dock station will resume data collection from the breakpoint at
next collection.



ANR (Automatically Network Replenishment) feature.



Search collected data by time, by file type, by device No, etc.



Body camera cradle that used to charge and transmit data with MH2211 and DS-MH2111 series body cameras is optional.



Lock the collected file to prevent it from being overwritten.



Embedded WEB server.

Specifications
Model

DS-MH4172I

Body camera

Body camera model

DS-MH2111, DS-MH2211

Data collection

Average speed

8 MB/s

Dimensions

400 × 300 × 110 mm (15.7 × 11.8 × 4.3 inch)

Body camera

Connects up to 8 body cameras

Appearance
System indicator

Hardware

1 × power indicator, 1 × HDD indicator, 1 × network connection indicator, 1 ×
network transmission indicator, 8 × status indicator

Button

1 × power switch, 1 × reset button

CPU

Quad core CPU

Memory

4 GB

HDD

4 × 3.5 inch HDD , 2 TB to 6 TB for each HDD

Operation system

Windows 10, 64-bit

Power consumption

200 W

USB interface

2 × USB 3.0 interface, 2 × USB2.0 interface

HDMI interface

2

Audio input/output

1/1

VGA interface

1

Network interface

2 × 10M/100M/1000M Ethernet interface

Loudspeaker

2

Interface

0100001071120

